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Why Greater Copenhagen
Strong
infrastructure
150 global flight connections
and direct flights to 26 cargo
destinations. Copenhagen
Airport is the largest
international airport in the
Nordics, and it has been
voted Europe’s best airport
five times in the last ten
years. Harbours, bridges and
an integrated railway system
facilitate easy supply of
goods and services.
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Number one in
Europe for ease of
doing business
- World Bank 2012-2015

Knowledge-intensive
With 14,000 researchers, 17 science parks and 17 universities
and colleges of higher education, Greater Copenhagen offers
Scandinavia’s most knowledge-intensive research and business
environment.
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Easy access to 100
million consumers
Greater Copenhagen links
continental Europe,
Scandinavia and the Baltic
countries, providing access to
a market of 100 million
consumers within 24 hours
and Scandinavia’s highest
density of population and
businesses.

Clean and
green
Strong competencies in
renewable energy,
waste and water
management, recycling
and upcycling make
Greater Copenhagen a
frontrunner for green
investments and
innovation. By 2025,
Copenhagen City aims
to be the first carbonneutral capital in the
world.

Taste the good life
World famous architecture, historic castles, elegant
Scandinavian design, cutting-edge fashion, breathtaking coastal cliffs and Michelin star winning
Nordic cuisine. Greater Copenhagen is brimming
with sights and experiences for those who
appreciate the good life.

Copenhagen is the
most liveable city
in the world.
- Monocle 2013
and 2014

A great place to live
Greater Copenhagen has it all: Copenhagen City – a
trendy, vibrant metropolis – miles of white beaches and
numerous small family-friendly towns within short
distances of the city. Greater Copenhagen offers high
living standards, a unique work-life balance and
opportunities for the entire family.

• A business region of 46 municipalities in Eastern Denmark
• When including Skåne, Greater Copenhagen is home to 3.8 million inhabitants and
Scandinavia’s largest recruitment base of highly-skilled employees.
• World class research facilities and a creative business environment with easy access to
the Northern European markets.

Greater Copenhagen fosters leading companies, talent and ground-breaking research and
development in growth industries such as:

Green industries

Life sciences

ICT

Food and food additives

Supply chain

Creative industries

Investment Promotion

Copenhagen Capacity
at your service
We invite you to tap into the free services of the world’s
best regional investment promotion agency.

A seamless, cost-efficient entry into a foreign market requires extensive local
knowledge and insight.
Copenhagen Capacity is Greater Copenhagen’s official organisation for investment
promotion and business development.
We are a non-profit organisation. Our services are available to all foreign owned
companies free of charge and are provided in full confidentiality.
20 years of experience have made us experts at what we do.

Best fDi strategy for Mid-sized
Regions winner Greater Copenhagen
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- Financial Times 2016

Copenhagen Capacity results

30-40

387

605

annual
investment
projects

successful
investments
projects
2004-2015

investment
projects over
the last 20
years

“World's most innovative regional investment
promotion agency”
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1501
Jobs in Copenhagen
in 2015

How can we help you?

Our services encompass:
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Insights

Business establishment
services

Business development
services

market overview

business start-up services

assistance to build a business
case for Copenhagen

industry knowledge

land & property search

partner search &
matchmaking
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Cisco
The digital network giant Cisco
has entered into an innovation
partnership with Copenhagen,
which will test and develop
tomorrow’s digital infrastructure,
the Internet of Everything, Cisco
chose Copenhagen because of its
green ambitions and unique test
facilities.

”

“Copenhagen is one of Europe’s most
innovative cities. It has an ambitious
green vision and is a perfect setting
for a green laboratory. The projects
in and around Copenhagen will
service as best practices bringing
greater efficiency, cost savings and
sustainability that other cities in the
world can reproduce.”
Bas Boorsma, Director of Internet of Everything, Cisco

Hitachi
Hitachi chooses Copenhagen for
its first Big Data laboratory in
mainland Europe.

Denmark’s strong competencies
in data availability, health
technology, smart city and
energy efficiency were decisive
for the choice.

”

“It is a great honour to be involved in
developing even better healthcare
solutions in Copenhagen. We look
forward to combining the Danish
experience in areas such as medical
and hospital care with the Hitachi
Group's expertise and technology in
the field.”
Yutaka Saito, Executive Vice President and Executive
Officer, Hitachi Ltd.

Collaboration with the City of Copenhagen – ‘From
Green to Smart’
•

Aggressive target: CO2 neutral by 2025

•

Sustainability, growth and
quality of life as foundation

•

Initiating innovative partnerships
around developing technologies

•

Use of big data to create future
solutions that involve business,
supporting institutions and the citizens

•

Using the city as a test facility
for new technologies

•

Attracting investments and talents to the city

Copenhagen Connecting – Copenhagen Solutions Lab

BIG Data part of green & smart transition

•
•

Open Data Innovation Strategy (ODIS)

•
•

eGOVERNMENT strategy 2011-2015

The Danish 'Open Data Innovation Strategy’ initiative (ODIS) is
about creating easier and more uniform access to public data as
raw material for the private sector in the development of
innovative digital products and services, useful analyses, data
visualisations and data journalism.

The digital path to future welfare
eGOVERNMENT strategy 2011-2015
The Danish government/Danish Regions/Local Government
Denmark

DOLL National Green Lab
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DOLL Visitor Center
Intelligent Lighting & Smart Urban
Services Control Room
Meeting, education & training center

DOLL Sustainable Lighting Park
Self-powered masts & luminaire
systems

|

www.copcap.com

DOLL – Europes largest lighting and
Smart City field-test facility
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•

9.3 km road and bike lanes, 300 luminaires and
masts.

•

All intelligent with IP-adress, monitored by cameras

•

All documentated and tested on performance and
quality

•

Intelligent controlroom and operation system center
enabling comparison

•

Fiber connected with DTU servers - and clients all
over the world
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The talent you
need to succeed
Number two in the
world for worker
motivation

Europe’s most
flexible labour
market

- IMD, 2015

No. 4 in the world for
readily-available skilled
labour
- IMD, 2015

A happy nation
Denmark is continuously
ranked among the absolute
top few countries in the
World Happiness Report.
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The world’s third-most
talent competitive
country
- INSEAD, 2013

Copenhagen tops
Quality of Life
Index
Three times, Copenhagen has
won the prestigious title as
the world’s most liveable city
awarded by the international
magazine Monocle.

Copenhagen offers the
most flexible hiring and firing
legislation in Europe providing
supreme up and down-scaling
conditions.

Talent hub
The Copenhagen region
has Scandinavia’s largest
recruitment base of
highly-skilled Danish and
Swedish employees and
Scandinavia’s biggest
pool of private and publicly
employed researchers.

Thanks
Marianna Lubanski
Director Investment Promotion
mlu@copcap.com

